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By Robert Pogue Harrison

The University of Chicago Press. Hardback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Juvenescence: A
Cultural History of Our Age, Robert Pogue Harrison, How old are you? The more thought you bring
to bear on the question, the harder it is to answer. For we age simultaneously in different ways:
biologically, psychologically, socially. And we age within the larger framework of a culture, in the
midst of a history that predates us and will outlast us. Looked at through that lens, many aspects of
late modernity would suggest that we are older than ever, but Robert Pogue Harrison argues that
we are also getting startlingly younger - in looks, mentality, and behavior. We live, he says, in an
age of juvenescence. Like all of Robert Pogue Harrison's books, Juvenescence ranges brilliantly
across cultures and history, tracing the ways that the spirits of youth and age have inflected each
other from antiquity to the present. Drawing on the scientific concept of neotony, or the retention
of juvenile characteristics through adulthood, and extending it into the cultural realm, Harrison
argues that youth is essential for culture's innovative drive and flashes of genius. At the same time,
however, youth - which Harrison sees as more...
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Absolutely among the best book We have ever study. It is actually writter in easy words instead of hard to understand. I found out this publication from my i
and dad encouraged this book to find out.
-- K r istina  Rippin-- K r istina  Rippin

Absolutely essential go through pdf. Of course, it can be enjoy, still an amazing and interesting literature. Your way of life period will be convert the instant
you comprehensive reading this article ebook.
-- K evin Q uig ley-- K evin Q uig ley
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